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gestational RLS (gRLS) is between 12–38% among
pregnant women, with different frequency and severity of symptoms accounting for the wide variation in prevalence.2-7 In comparison, RLS is reported in 5–8% of the general population in North
America, Japan, and Europe, with lower prevalence elsewhere.8 Transient gRLS also increases
the risk for the subsequent development of chronic
RLS fourfold, and gRLS reemerges during subsequent pregnancies in about 60% of women who
have previously had it.9
A clear pathophysiology of gRLS has yet to be
established. Low ferritin levels have been strongly
associated with chronic RLS. A recent study showed
a significant difference in ferritin levels between
women with gRLS and trimester-matched pregnant
women without gRLS.7 Other studies, however,
have not shown this difference.4,10 Furthermore,
the rapid improvement of the RLS days after delivery does not support this as a primary mechanism
since iron stores take up to 3 months to replenish,
while improvement starts within 2 weeks postpartum.2,11
Since pregnancy is a state of constant hormonal
changes, fluctuations in prolactin, estrogen, and
progesterone have been proposed as a cause of
gRLS. Prolactin has distinct antidopaminergic ac
tivity and its levels rise throughout pregnancy. In
women who breastfeed, however, prolactin continues to be secreted, yet there is the same degree
of improvement and often resolution of gRLS after
delivery as there is among women who bottle
feed.12 Estrogen levels also fluctuate, and exogenous estrogen has been shown to correlate with
risk of RLS in perimenopausal women13 but not in
younger women of childbearing age.14 The rise of
estradiol levels and their decline after delivery have
been shown to correlate well with worsening and
subsequent improvement in gRLS and related periodic limb movements of sleep.15 Other larger studies, however, failed to find a relationship between
estradiol levels and gRLS.4,16 Progesterone levels
do not correlate with gRLS.4,15,16 Folic acid levels,
however, have rarely been looked at as a possible
correlate of gRLS.
One study of a cohort of 148 (110 controls and
38 gRLS patients) did not find a significant difference in serum folic acid levels. However, that study
included all gRLS regardless of severity and did not
compare mild with severe cases.16 Another smaller
trial of 21 women (16 controls and 5 gRLS patients)
found a significant difference in serum folic acid
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levels in gRLS patients as compared to controls.10
That smaller trial included in the gRLS group only
women who had symptoms at least 3 times a week,
while the prior trial included, and defined the gRLS
group as, women who had symptoms 3 times per
month or more. Folic acid is important in the synthesis of tetrahydrobiopterin, which is the co-factor
for the hydroxylation of phenylalanine and tryptophan and is the rate-limiting step in the synthesis
of dopamine.
Our goal was to compare the mean folic acid level in women with gRLS in the early third trimester
to trimester-matched women without gRLS.
Materials and Methods
After obtaining approval from Northwestern University’s Institutional Review Board, we consented
107 consecutive adult women (aged ≥18 years) from
October 2013 to July 2015 during their scheduled
clinic visit at 24–28 weeks of gestation. This is the
visit during which the last routine blood work of
the pregnancy is done. We (M.M., B.P., or M.P.)
conducted a brief clinical interview to determine
who among these women met the International RLS Study Group (IRLSSG) criteria for gRLS.
Those with moderate or severe RLS (IRLSSG severity scale of >10)1 and with symptoms occurring >3 days a week were included in the +gRLS
group. The rest were included in the −gRLS (comparison) group. Table I shows the breakdown of
subjects in both groups according to severity. We
excluded women with current and past history of
RLS. Folic acid levels were added to their routine
blood work. Women who consented also filled out
an Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) and a Pittsburgh
Sleep Quality Index (PSQI). In addition, we collected demographic information including age, parity,

Table I Breakdown of Subjects in the Two Groups
−gRLS
(no. of patients)
No RLS
Mild RLS

71
8

Total

79
+gRLS
(no. of patients)

Moderate RLS
Severe or very severe RLS

14
6

Total

20
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and intake of prenatal vitamins prior to the onset
of RLS.
Results
A total of 107 women were recruited for this study.
Folic acid levels were not available for 8 women
due to lab error. Out of the remaining 99 women,
20 were in the +gRLS group and 79 in the −gRLS
group. Therefore, in our cohort the prevalence of
first-time moderate to severe gRLS was 20.2%.
For our primary outcome, we demonstrated a
significant difference (p<0.05) in mean folic acid
levels in women who were in the +gRLS group
vs. those in the −gRLS group: 27.3±12.9 ng/mL
(median, 25 ng/mL) vs. 32.2±20.6 ng/mL (median,
28 ng/mL), respectively (p<0.03 on two-sample
independent t test).
In the +gRLS group there was no correlation between folic acid level and the score of IRLSG severity scale score, with R²=7E-05.
Differences Between Groups
All women were taking prenatal vitamins, and
there was no difference in the mean age or mean
parity between the groups. Mean age in the +gRLS
group at the time of the evaluation was 34.3 years
(median 35, SD 4.74, range 25–44), and that in the
−gRLS group was 34.05 years (median 34, SD 4.17,
range 22–43). Mean parity in the +gRLS group was
0.81 pregnancies (median 0, SD 1.17, and range 0–
4) and in the −gRLS group was 0.87 pregnancies
(median 1, SD 1.22, and range 0–7). Mean gestational age in both groups was 24.5 weeks.
Secondary Measures
Surprisingly, both groups had a mean ESS score
that was normal (>9 indicates daytime sleepiness):
+gRLS group 7.8 (SD 4.31), median of 7, and −gRLS
group 5.1 (SD 3.70) with a median of 5. The difference was not significant.
The PSQI (score of ≥5 indicates poor sleep) indicated that both groups had poor sleep. The mean
PSQI in the +gRLS group was 7.13 (SD 4.3) and
median was 7. The mean PSQI in the −gRLS group
was 5.06 (SD 3.12) and median was 5. As expected,
the +gRLS women reported higher PSQI values
than did the –gRLS women; this difference was
statistically significant with a p value of 0.01.
Discussion
To our knowledge, this study is the largest series
where a significant difference between folic acid
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levels among pregnant women with and without
gRLS has been demonstrated. Lee et al demon
strated a similar difference in a very small cohort
in 2001. Unlike ours, most of the women in their
study were not on prenatal vitamins with folic acid
(91%), and mean folic acid levels in both groups
were much lower than the levels in the current
study.10 Nevertheless, our study showed a similar
difference in folic acid levels in +gRLS in a larger
cohort.
Tunc et al in 2007 did not demonstrate a significant difference in folic acid levels in a cohort similar in size to ours. They, however, included all gRLS
subjects regardless of severity, even patients with
only mild occasional symptoms. Moreover, they
commented that not taking prenatal vitamins was
a risk factor for gRLS, hence indirectly suggesting a
possible relationship between folic acid levels and
gRLS.16
A third study, by Hubner et al, from 2013 did
not compare folic acid levels between women with
gRLS and those without. They merely commented
that folic acid levels were normal by their laboratory standards.4 This was indeed the case with our
cohort as well. All 99 had normal folic acid levels,
but those with gRLS had significantly lower mean
folic acid levels than did those without gRLS.
This is not the first time that a laboratory measure has been shown to be significantly lower in
people with RLS than in those without the con
dition, even if the specific measure is within the
laboratory range of normal. Ferritin is one such
example where normal levels of <50 µg/L are
associated with RLS17 despite the fact that levels
<50 µg/L may still be normal.
The prevalence of gRLS in our cohort was 20.2%,
which is consistent with previously reported statistics. Two recent studies reported different prevalences. Hubner et al showed a prevalence of only
12% but included women in all 3 trimesters,4 while
we included only those at ≥24 weeks of gestation.
It is well known that the risk of RLS increases as
pregnancy progresses. Neyala et al in 2015 demonstrated a much higher prevalence of 32.8%7 at the
same gestational age as our cohort, but they in
cluded mild, moderate, and severe cases as well as
those who had had gRLS in previous pregnancies,
while we included only first-time gRLS sufferers
with moderate or severe symptoms.
Neither maternal age nor parity impacted the
prevalence of gRLS.
Those with gRLS, not surprisingly, had signifi-
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cantly poorer sleep on the PSQI than did women
without gRLS. Poor sleep quality has been associated with number of negative outcomes including increased risk of premature delivery, cesarean
sections, and postpartum depression.18-21 Recently,
gRLS has also been associated with pregnancyinduced hypertension (PIH) in a large Chinese cohort. Out of 3,876 women who participated, 453 had
gRLS. PIH was found in 11.5% of the gRLS group
vs. 7.7% of those without gRLS. After controlling
for all other factors, gRLS remained a risk factor for
PIH with odds ratio (95% CI) of 1.68 (1.27, 2.23).22
Presence of gRLS also significantly increases the
risk of subsequent gRLS and RLS.9 We therefore
believe that supplementing women with gRLS
with additional folic acid may not only improve
quality of sleep and prevent other complications
associated with poor sleep in pregnancy, but may
even potentially reduce the risk of RLS in the
future. Currently there are no good treatment options for gRLS as most drugs are category C, and
the only medication that is not category C is oxycodone, which has a high risk of tolerance and
abuse.23
The ESS scores were normal in both groups,
indicating lack of daytime sleepiness despite poor
sleep quality at night. This is a novel finding as
most, but not all, other studies both in gRLS and
idiopathic RLS show an abnormal ESS, indicating
excessive daytime sleepiness.22,24,25 Although ESS
is internally validated in women, the cutoff for
normal may be different in younger women.26,27
Ours is a pilot study and has many limitations,
primarily due to lack of resources. First, we could
not follow the subjects postpartum with further
folic acid levels to explore changes in folic acid
levels in those women whose gRLS resolved. Second, we did not have the resources to check iron
studies, blood pressure, glucose levels, or other
vitamin levels. Third, and perhaps most importantly, we were unable to screen for other, undiagnosed, sleep disorders such as obstructive
sleep apnea, periodic limb movement disorders,
or chronic insomnia. Lastly, our sample size was
relatively small.
In conclusion, our pilot study demonstrates
that women with gRLS have significantly lower
folic acid levels and poorer sleep quality as compared to gestational-age matched women without
gRLS. Despite the size limitations and inability to
do correlations with other biomarkers of anemia,
gestational complications, and sleep disorders, we
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suggest that supplementation with folic acid, in addition to prenatal vitamins, may be an important
therapeutic intervention for gRLS. In the future
we hope to build on this work with a larger comprehensive trial looking at many other variables
mentioned above so we can make more definitive
recommendations regarding folic acid supplementation in gRLS.
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